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your answer.
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1. The table gives information about rocks gathered on a beach.

Shape Length (cm) Colour
6½ silver grey and black patches

egg-like
flat disc-like

5 pinkish white with black glassy spots
rounded disc-like 4 glassy white

egg-like 3 white with black spots

Which two shapes describe the four rocks?

(A) round, spotty
(B) white, black
(C) disc, egg
(D) dull, glassy
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For questions 2 and 3 use the information below.

Some students tested four white powders. 

The table gives their results.

Powder

Test
Do the powder 
and water form 
a clear mixture?

What colour does red 
cabbage juice turn 
when the powder is 
placed in it?

Do drops of white 
vinegar on the 
powder cause 
bubbles to form?

Do drops of 
yellow iodine turn 
black when placed 
on the powder?

no blue no yes
baking sod
corn flour

a yes blue yes no
washing soda yes green yes no
epsom salt yes blue no no

Cornflour

The students constructed a flow chart to show how they distinguished between the four powders using 
some of the tests in the table.

Powder

Test
Do the powder 
and water form 
a clear mixture?

What colour does red 
cabbage juice turn 
when the powder is 
placed in it?

Do drops of white 
vinegar on the 
powder cause 
bubbles to form?

Do drops of 
yellow iodine turn 
black when placed 
on the powder?

no blue no yes
baking sod
corn flour

a yes blue yes no
washing soda yes green yes no
epsom salt yes blue no no

Cornflour

2. Which substance is powder S?

(A) cornflour
(B) baking soda
(C) washing soda
(D) epsom salt

3. The students did not use the test for identifying powders containing starch to make their flow chart. Which
powder contained starch?

(A) Q (B) R (C) S (D) T
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4. The graph shows the average distance from the Sun and the average daytime temperature for some
planets in the solar system.

KEY

average distance from Sun (million km)

enus

Secondary 
Consumer

Food chain 1

Food chain 2

Generally, the further a planet is from the Sun, the colder its average daytime temperature will be. 

According to the graph, which planet does not follow this trend?

(A) Mercury
(B) Venus
(C) Earth
(D) Mars

5. The diagrams below show the relationship between the numbers of producers and consumers in two food 
chains.

KEY

average distance from Sun (million km)

enus

Secondary 
Consumer

Food chain 1

Food chain 2

Which of the following statements is supported by the information above?

In a food chain

(A) there are more primary consumers than there are secondary consumers.
(B) there are more primary consumers than there are producers.
(C) primary consumers are larger than secondary consumers.
(D) primary consumers are usually insects that eat plants.
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TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS
Example:

Ari added cordial to water to make a jug of drink. What will 
be the volume of the drink in the jug?

(A) 50 mL
(B) 150 mL
(C) 200 mL
(D) 250 mL
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The answer is 250ml, so you would fill in the box  D  as shown.

A B C D
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